
Statistics for Astronomy 2022-2023 
Re-examination 

2 Febiuaiy 2023 (15 00 - 17 00)

DIRECTIONS Allow 2 hours Write yom name and student numbei at the top of every 
page of yom solutions Please explain clearly all of the steps that you used to derive a result 
Please make certain that yom handwriting is leadable to someone besides yourself

1 Answer the following open questions (7 points/question)

(a) Consider the case that Jeffrey's prior is used for piob(a | /), the prior probability foi 
vauable x Use the tiansfoimation rule to calculate piob(log(a;) j /), the probability 
distubution function of the (natural) logauthm of %, from piob(a | I)

(b) Using Cox’s pioduct and/or sum uiles, derive the mathematical foimula that descubes 
Bayes’ theoiem Explain why the denominator in Bayes’ formula is often referred to 
as the “evidence”

(c) Describe and compare parameter estimation and model comparison What lole does 
the evidence play in each process?

(d) Descube the principle of indifference and give a simple example of its application to 
determine a probability distribution function

(e) Given a continuous distribution function piob(a’) = ~x foi 0 < t < 2 and piobR) = 0 
otherwise, calculate the expectation value (re) and the variance of x, Vai(a:)

(f) Given a one-dimensional probability density function, descube how you would find 
and compute the 95% confidence mteival

(g) Theie aie seveial ways to discover exoplanets, including ladial velocity seaiches In 
a ladial velocity seaich, an exoplanet is found by measuring the change of the ladial 
velocity of its host stai Such an exoplanet is often chaiacteuzed by the period P and 
eccentricity e of its oibit These aren’t the only parameters that need to be infened 
the model of a planet’s oibit also includes the mean radial velocity of the stai Vg, the 
velocity amplitude of the orbit K, the “longitude of the penastion" to, and the fraction 
of the orbit pnoi to the start of the data taking at which the penastion occuied x 
Given some data D (which includes the velocities of the host star measured at some 
Julian Dates).

i name and descube the piocess by which you could estimate the joint probability 
distribution function piob(P, e | D,/) fiorn the full posterior probability distri
bution piob(Vo, E/-Pj eJwj X i D,I) determined fiom the oibital model, and 

u descube how you would deteunine the best estimates of the period Pg and ec
centricity eo of the oibit and the uncertainties on these best estimates aP and

(h) Considei the following problem a dataset of N values, {'!/, ±crt} (with 1 < * < AT) and 
associated positions {re,}, is fitted to the model Y{x) = asm(a;) + bcos{x), thereby 
solving for a and b Write down the corresponding y2 function for this fitting pioblem

-> See next pages for questions 2 and 3
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(a) (16 points) Given a data set {xt 0 < i < N} of N values, wheie each value x, is 
independent and drawn fiom the same normal (Gaussian) distribution with known 
(constant) standaid deviation a, use Bayes’ theoiem to piove that the most piobable 
value /io foi the mean of the set is the aveiage of the data Assume a flat pnoi foi 
the mean ji

2 Open questions involving derivations

lighthouse

shore a

Figme 1 The Lighthouse pioblem

(b) (14 points) Considei “the lighthouse pioblem” (Fig 1) A lighthouse at sea is at 
a position a along the coast and a distance (3 at sea The shoie is lined with pho- 
todetectois that lecoid only that a flash has been lecoided, but not the angle fiom 
winch it came N flashes have been lecoided at positions {a;, 0 < ?. < TV} along the 
coast, conespondmg with azimuth dnections {&, 0 < t < Ar) The lelation between 
a detected position and azimuth diiection is given by /3 tan0, = v, — a We know that 
the lighthouse flashes uniformly in the diiections of mteiest piob(0,|a,/3,/) = i 
foi —< ^ < f Write down the tiansfoimation mle, and use it to calculate 
piob(x,la, j3,I)
Hint the table below contains some of the common tugonometiic denvatives

function derivative function denvative
sin x COS X aicsmo; 1/\/l — X2
cos X — Sill X aiccos.x -l/\/l -.r2
tan x sec2 x aictanr 1/(1 +a,-2)

(c) (4 points) The piobabihty density function derived in the pievious question is de~ 
scnbed by two different distnbution functions What aie the names of these distii- 
bution functions and how aie they related7

—> See next page for question 3
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